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When a soul has a commitment with God, God patiently leads it through the path of surrender.

First, He inspires it to transform its life, to go through the path which leads towards His Heart, not
toward the world. Little by little, He places upon its path opportunities, signs, encounters that
inspire it to assume new steps towards the Heart of God.

As this soul knows the Love of God and trusts It, the Creator starts asking it for new things, new
surrenders, new renunciations, until a definitive point arrives for this soul; when the Lord asks it for
a greater renunciation, a complete life transformation.

When the soul throws itself into the unknown abyss of surrender, it discovers that it was falling into
the Hands of God, into an endless Fountain of Love, which was hiding deep within the soul that
learned to renounce and take the risk of living surrender. 

Still, upon this path, the soul, inspired by the Love of God, makes many offers to Him, placing
everything into His Hands. However, it offers that which in truth is known, that which had already
been surrendered while jumping into the abyss. The Lord then opens a door within the depths of its
consciousness and points out that which must be transformed.

A new unknown abyss is then presented. The soul is faced with aspects of its consciousness that
were like hidden treasures: its skills, magnetism, self-confidence, its most hidden vanities.

And however much it continues offering its life to God, its Creator always seeks, in the deepest
layers of its being, the focus of surrender, that which must be emptied from its heart. Sometimes it
hurts and the soul suffers but it knows that every space that is emptied within its heart and
consciousness, hidden spaces of its being, are those which are given to the Heart of God, to His
Love, to His Spirit, so that there He may have a sweet home, clean and ready to dwell in.

The path of surrender, children, is eternal, deep, a path to emptiness and, at the same time, a path to
unity with the Whole.

So never think that you have surrendered everything, but always allow God to go deeper. And even
though it sometimes causes pain, know that the pain is human and will be repaired by the Divine
Presence within.

To this day and in each moment I offer the Father all that I am, all that is within Me and all that I
do, live, experience, think and speak to the world, because surrender is eternal.

I invite you to follow these steps and each day deepen into your union with God.

You have my blessing for this.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


